through statistical examination of the symbol set used to represent the messages. Both the frequency of and correlations between symbols are important. For inVisual information reaches the brain by way of a fine stance, rare letters in the English language, such as "x," cable, the optic nerve. The million or so axons in the carry more information than common letters, such as optic nerve represent an information bottleneck in the "e," because the "x" restricts the word being conveyed visual pathway-where the fewest number of neurons to a far smaller set of possibilities. Correlations beconvey the visual scene. It has long been thought that tween symbols decrease the efficiency of the symbolic to make the most of the optic nerve's limited capacity representation. For example, the "u" in the obligate the retina may encode visual information in an optipairing "qu" is redundant in that it provides no addimally efficient manner. In this issue of Neuron, tional information in English beyond that of the "q" Puchalla et al. report a test of this hypothesis using alone. multielectrode recordings from retinal ganglion cells
In the study of retinal coding, the question of whether stimulated with movies of natural scenes. The auganglion cells' visual messages are unique can be adthors find substantial redundancy in the retinal code dressed by examining statistics of the appropriate symand estimate that there is an w10-fold overrepresenbol set, the spikes, which represent the visual stimuli. tation of visual information.
Thanks to Shannon and to more recent work on how spiking patterns can properly be analyzed as a discrete In the traditional view of retinal function, each ganglion symbol set (Strong et al., 1998), this approach to quancell axon represents an independent channel of infortifying transmitted information works, even though our mation from eye to brain. The bundle of such axons ability to interpret the retinal code remains incomplete. comprising the optic nerve forms a set of labeled lines, Here the relevant statistics concern spike frequencies each conveying the presence of a specific visual feaand correlations in ganglion cell activity patterns. 1 1 1, 1 1 1 0, etc.) , for individual and pairs duced, the bit, is now used to describe the storage caof cells. This allowed the researchers to measure the pacity of computer disks, the size of digital images, and likelihoods of the various spiking patterns in response even the communication rate of humpback whale to specific portions of the movie and thus to quantify songs. Likewise, the bit can equally well quantify the the visual information transmitted via the spikes. amount of visual information transmitted down the opInterestingly, the authors find a broad distribution of values for the redundancy between cell pairs, ranging tic nerve. An important aspect of Shannon's theory is from near zero to 50%. Among redundant cell pairs, the average redundancy was w15% for close neighbors, lower for cell pairs further apart. At first blush this level of redundancy may seem modest. But keep in mind that each ganglion cell has a lot of neighbors-over a thousand neighbors within a radius of 500 m-and so this degree of overrepresentation can add up quickly. In the absence of direct redundancy measurements on the entire cell population, the authors performed an extrapolation by assuming that the information conveyed redundantly is uniformly distributed across the cell population. In essence, the assumption is that the portion of cell A's messages encoded redundantly by cell B is set independently from the portion of A's messages encoded redundantly by cell C. Under this reasonable working hypothesis, the authors estimated that with natural scene stimulation there is w10-fold overrepre- 
